Agenda
Community Liaison Group meeting - June 2020
Attendees:
Alastair Meehan

Wira

Dawn McKinley

Gary O’Meara

David Smith

Trish Ranstead

Bob McWhirter

Sally-Ann Moffat

Jim S

Mayor Campbell Barry

TBC

Christine Green

Dave Dews

John Gray

Barry Green

Councillor Keri Brown

Miria O’Regan

Gabriel Tupou

#

Topic to discuss

1

Actions from previous
CLG meeting

Time
allocated

Notes from meeting

5 min

No progress made with the investigation into
CCTV onsite. Will provide further update
during next meeting.
Issue raised with accuracy of minutes. The
following revisions were tabled:
 Sally-Ann tabled 4x attachments to
append
 To include commentary on the judder
bars in the village – something to
seek input on from HCC’s roading
team; and
 Include comment about Dave’s
availability – the fact that he is happy
to be contacted whenever an issue is
observed.
Sally-Ann to email Alastair the requested
changes for inclusion.
Both Councillor Brown and Sally-Ann
attended a site visit on 4th June. General
observation that the site looked good and
that both were happy with the planting.
Moved into a discussion about the conditions
of consent (see below).

2

Discuss minutes from
CLG meeting 1

5 min

3

Updates regarding
recent site visit

5 min

Comment that others may have liked to
attend but were unable due to short notice
and timing (during work hours). Agreement
that we can look to schedule further visit (on
a Sunday) to enable wider CLG to visit site if

Commented [AM1]: My apologies but the name of the
woman seated next to Sally-Ann escapes me. I recall she
mentioned her daughter may be interested in a future site
visit (outside of work hours – possibly on a Sunday).

desired. Date TBC
4

Conditions of consent –
discussion regarding
compliance

15 min

Following on from the site visit discussion,
Sally-Ann discussed the conditions of consent
(for consent RM190050). She believes that
there are 12 conditions that HCC are noncompliant with, including 6 major breaches.
These included conditions relating to:






CLG meetings (Condition 5);
Material on the road (Condition 8);
Noise limits and noise monitoring
(Conditions 12 and 16);
Informing CLG of construction works
(Condition 14); and
Water cart remaining onsite
(Condition 18).

This point remains the subject of some
disagreement, however in the interest of
time I believe that we agreed the following:




5

Overview of works
undertaken onsite (+
upcoming works)

10 min

That the ultimate decision about
whether conditions are being
complied with sits with the
compliance teams at HCC and GWRC
respectively. The concerns raised by
Sally-Ann have been passed on to
these teams, and we are happy for
discussions to continue; and
Regardless of whether a condition is
technically being complied with, the
CLG are encouraged to get in touch
with Dave if they are having issues. If
Dave is aware of issues he can try and
rectify – even if that isn’t strictly
something required through the
consent conditions (i.e. truck
reversing alarms). There will continue
to be good faith attempts to address
concerns.

Remedial planting





4,500 native plants sourced and
planted onsite – located within
Stages 1 and 2;
Species list was directly informed by
feedback during CLG meeting 1. Large
specimen trees and food sources for
Kereru included;
3 monthly maintenance schedule to



begin with. Plants previously planted
in Stage 1 are establishing well – no
sign of rabbits destroying the
establishing plants; and
Planting to continue next season.
Order has been made for plants for
remaining batter slopes (excluding
operational areas).

Vehicle wash


On site and operational.
Acknowledged that there were some
teething issues during its first week of
operations (requiring the road to be
swept) however these should now be
resolved.

Upcoming construction works



Repair of a culvert located through
the Stage 2 fill area; and
Continued construction of block wall
along the western edge of the fill
footprint. Gary noted the presence of
the water main running parallel to
Coast Road to ensure Bob is aware /
doesn’t bury it. Bob confirmed.

Noise monitoring







6

Volume received

2 min

Supposed to occur within 30 days of
operations commencing however was
delayed due to Covid-19 restrictions;
Darran Humpheson (noise expert at
T+T) is currently arranging for suitably
qualified person + calibrated
equipment. Also confirming the noise
monitoring procedures to ensure
monitoring is representative;
Suggestion made that monitoring
should be undertaken without
advance notice to best reflect noise
conditions. Alastair to pass that
suggestion to Darran; and
To occur by 10 July 2020 as agreed
with HCC’s regulatory team.

2,355 m3 received between 1 February and
30 April. Very low volumes due to Covid-19.
This information is tracked through a piece of
software called ‘Landfill 2000’ and will be
made available to council + CLG. Need to

package information up and ensure any
commercially sensitive information removed
prior.
7

8

Issues observed

Alternative sites

5 min

Noise was discussed at length. General
observation that there had been a noticeable
improvement in noise characteristics recently
and acknowledgement of Bob’s efforts in this
regard. Notwithstanding it remains a sensitive
issue and CLG members request that
operations remain aware of the potential for
disruption and to continue reduce it where
possible.

2 min

There are two stages associated with a site
selection process:
1. For HCC to decide whether it wishes
to continue providing a cleanfill
facility in the long-term; and
2. If so, to undertake a site evaluation
and community consultation process.
This is underway and CLG will be provided
further update at next CLG meeting. Agreed
that Dave and Alastair to provide broad
overview of regional initiatives in the waste
minimisation space at next meeting to
provide some context.
Remain open to site suggestions. No decision
has been made, but old Wingate site being
looked at as a result of previous suggestion
by Christine.

9

Other matters

Any extra
time

Discussed the following:







The Mayor expressed a commitment
to attend these meeting where his
schedule allows;
Councillor Brown expressed an
ongoing interest in ensuring the site
ceases operation as soon as possible
(no later than 19 June 2022 per
consent conditions);
Several issues related to the roading
network were raised (including on
Wainuiomata Hill). These fall outside
the scope of this group however
individuals are encouraged to
continue discussion in other
forum(s);
Bob expressed a concern that the







cleanfill was sometimes blamed for
issues outside of its control –
particularly relating to material on
the road (from adjoining driveways
and truck movements not associated
with the cleanfill). He asked that
members consider these possibilities
and be fair when making any
complaints into the future; and
CLG members wanted the record to
show opposition to any future
cleanfill operation within
Wainuiomata. Dave explained that
this could not be committed to
within this meeting, but that any
future site would need to go through
a site selection and consultation
process.
Gabriel noted that he has been
receiving enquiries about the
cleanfill from other interested
parties. We confirmed that others
are welcome to join us, and that CLG
communications can be shared more
widely. Please pass on as you wish.
Next CLG meeting to be scheduled
for Thursday 23rd July 2020 (6 weeks)
at 7-8pm in the Wainui Library. We’ll
be sure to pick up the key this time!

